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Stories & Songs
Zog - Come and listen to Emma read the
story Zog

Rhyming Basket
by BEYA
YOUTUBE

Zog read by Emma

Activities

by BEYA
YOUTUBE

Would you like to watch the the Story of
Zog?

Can you Make Zog?
Have a go at making a Zog or your own dragon. Below are some
simple instructions on how you could make him. What colour
would you like to make your dragon?

Zog
The story of a keen young dragon in his
ﬁrst years at Dragon School.
BBC IPLAYER

Phonics - Rhyming Basket
Can you nd words that rhyme with the things I have in my
basket?

People who help us: Doctors and nurses
Doctors and nurses have very important jobs. They care for us
when we are sick. Can you nd some items in your home and

take care of your teddy, doll or Mummy and Daddy? Can you
bandage them up or give them some medicine?

zog colouring sheet
PDF document
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Instagram
Don't forget to follow us on instagram for more inspiring ideas.
@brookhillnursery
@hampden_way_nursery
@stmargaretsnurserybarne

Make a home for Zog and the Doctors
Using blocks, bricks and recyclable materials can you make a
home for Zog and the Doctors? What type of home will you
make? Where do they live?

Maths Challenge
Natural World
Create your own Zog
Can you colour in Zog or make your own individual Zog in
different colours?

Spring is approaching so what better time to go out and look for
patterns and shapes in nature.
Can you nd or do the following:
-Make muddy footprints from a muddy puddle, how many and
what patterns can you see in your footprint?
-Collect natural objects such as sticks, leaves, pebbles, seeds etc
and sort them into groups. Which is the longest, shortest,

thinnest, thickest stick? How many big, medium and little sized
leaves can you nd?
-Can you make a rainbow using natural objects?

Episode 9 - Zog | Kids Yoga for Children by Little Yoga Stars
by Little Yoga Stars
YOUTUBE

Are you good at building?
Spot the difference
Can you spot the difference in these two pictures? You will have
to look carefully.

Can you build a castle, fort or den with things you can nd
around your home, garden or while out on your walk?
Maybe you could use cushions, or sheets or maybe you have a
tent you can use as a start?

Physical Challenge
Have a go at some Yoga
See if you can get into all the different yoga positions to go with
our story.

Funky Fingers
Find a muf n tin and some elastic bands and see if you can
stretch them across to make patterns and shapes.
This might be a little tricky, so you might need to model how to
do this rst Mums and Dads!
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Outdoors
Cloud Gazing

Makaton sign for Doctor

Cloud gazing gives us an opportunity to take time out from our
busy schedules as well as challenging feelings of boredom. This
activity helps to teach simply being in the moment, a useful skill
for self-awareness, emotional regulation and wellbeing.
Simply wrap up warm, maybe take a blanket with you, and lie on
the grass and watch the clouds. What shapes can you see, are
there any people or animals? Can you make up a story with the
characters you see? Can you predict the weather from looking at
the clouds?
For more info you can check out the National Trust’s page on
cloud gazing https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/no-33go-cloud-watching
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Super groups
We hope you enjoy this supergroups video

Supergroup and Makaton
Makaton sign for Help

